Water Dreams

and strange instruments
Performers and musicians
Aurélie Pichon :
Mathias Desmier :
Alain Guazzelli :

For our musical performance, Aqua
Rêves (Water Dreams), we have created a
musical realm using aqua-sounds discovered through aquatic and sound-based
experiments, and based on our original
compositions and inventions, played on
classical instruments as well as non-traditional instruments designed by Lutherie Urbaine. These instruments are made
of contemporaneous materials, often recovered and recycled, and upcycled together with natural materials.
Inspired by both musicals and theater,
some of the instruments you will see reture or hand gesture. They will let you
discover an unusual sound appealing the
your imagination.
Others, like folktales, have travelled many
continents and carry with them the music
of the world.
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The whole performance is an invitation to
dream and reconsider water like a maguarded and protected.

Musical composing and credits
Aurélie Pichon
Mathias Desmier
Sound effects and creation
Laurent Le Gall
Lighting effects
Gilles Robert

AQUA Rêves
Artistic project
‘J’essaie d’être dépaysé par ce que je
suis en train de faire.’
‘I try to feel uprooted by what I am
doing.’

roll accents.
On a stage transformed into
a gigantic sounding aquarium,

traditional instruments and re

heard sound alliances and the
aquatic sounds, the Trio offers
us their musical insight of Na
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AQUA Rêves
The cast
Aurélie Pichon,
A musician and
composer, plays the
clarinet, the aquaother sound-making
objects.

Alain Guazzelli
A musician and
an urban instruments maker,
plays the drums,
the percussions
cycled objects.

Mathias Desmier
A musician and
composer,
playing the electrical guitars, and
the “bike-guitar”.

Alain Guazzelli

AQUA Rêves
Instruments
From strange lutherie to musical theater

«The rustling waters
teach birds and men to
sing, to speak and to repeat, and that there is in
short continuity between
the word of water and
human speech. Inversely, human language
water in the consonants.
special psychic effervescence , an effervescence
which already calls the
images of water. Thus
water will appear to us
as a total being: it has a
body, a soul, a voice.
Gaston Bachelard,
L’Eau et Les Rêves

1) Instruments using water
Giant straw, red bubble
slide and sliding metal tubes, water jugs,
water drums, gongs,
storm plates, immersed
cymbals, caseros, tuned
gourds, water can,
Chimes of pebbles,
chickpeas, thunder box,
talking plates,water gun,
metal wire
2) Instruments using
mouth and wind

breath Snake hose,
clarinets, small singlemode chandeliers, harof various sizes,

3) String Instruments
Bike-Guitar, kitara
(electronic guitar)
mandol’urb,
low string can
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AQUA Rêves
Technical characteristics

Minimum conditions:

lights.

. Technical rider on request
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Musical and
Technical contacts:
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AQUA Rêves
Talking about us !
A tasty mix of contemporary jazz (in the largest
sense of the term) and of communicative rhythms,
this music has the gift of making you dance inside
your head – even on complicated polyrhythms- and
it gets you non stop smiling. How is this done ? By
musicians who are totally involved in what they are
doing. With unexpected sounds from very visual instruments.
Citizen Jazz, Diane Gastellu
Urbasonic, the group of DIY/ sound effects/ musicians of Urban Lute Makers transforms the Forum
into a quirky sonic building site, and they offer you
a series of concerts surrounded by an array of DIY
instruments with acoustic and electronic effects.
Centre Pompidou - Sound Festival # 3 - May
18, 2017

CONTACT

The three DIY and sound effect musicans change
the stage into a strange sonic workspace, mixing
their modern instruments, made from trash,
conceived by Lutherie Urbaine. From these reused
objects a captivating music and a communicative
energy emerges.
Ecozone - Festival of everyday ecology- May
15, 2017

The invited shows have a mission : to invest all the
urban spaces that make up the area, and to question the relation with the public, through interactive
or participative forms, and especially with the trio
Urbasonic des Lutheries.
Festival Michto La Noue - Concerts,
workshops, projections and street arts in the
city of Montreuil - 22 avril 2017
JMFrance - Tour 2017-2018
Festival AVIGNON off - 2017

Center Pompidou - Sound Festival # 3 - May 18, 2017

